“A Spot We All Hold Dear ...”

“Apricot Skies and
Lavender Clouds...”

The Nakanawa Alma Mater
There is a spot we all hold dear,
Beside a mountain lake,
Where symphonies of birds we hear
And friendships true we make.
Nakanawa, Nakanawa,
As we sing to thee
All our hearts are filled with love
And lasting loyalty.
As silver clouds touch evening skies
We wish upon a star,
And voices from the woodlands rise
Singing from afar.
Nakanawa, Nakanawa,
As we sing to thee
All our hearts are filled with love
And lasting loyalty.
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The Dragon with Two Tails

“The Dragon with Two Tails” was a nickname given to
Cooper’s lake by camp Arts & Crafts counselor Ely Mahier.
In her 1940s-era sketch, which she used as a motif on
hand-printed silk scarves, the dragon’s head is to the right,
with Junior Camp located between its hind leg and forked
tail and Senior Camp under its belly.

Lake Aloaloa

This aerial photo shows Lake Aloaloa, surrounded
by a portion of the 1,100 acres that today comprises
Camp Nakanawa. Cooper’s dam can be seen at the
right edge of the lake, near Interstate 40.

The Colonel Rice Era: 1920-1947
Camp Nakanawa was founded by one of the most remarkable men to emerge
from the South – Laban Lacy Rice. He was known to all at Nakanawa as
“Colonel” Rice, an honorary title he earned while headmaster of a military
school. During the span of his 103 years (1870-1973), he was a well-known
author and poet, a university president and a recognized authority on the
classics and the Theory of Relativity. His interests ranged from Sanskrit to
baseball, from mythology to astronomy … and to summer camps. He founded
Nakanawa in 1920 and served as Director
until 1947. The Colonel was an imposing
figure, often dressed in military khakis and
high boots. Campers remember him as “a
man of culture and high ideals with a warm
heart for young people.”

Packing for Camp in 1920

It’s hard to believe that young ladies of the 1920s played sports and hiked in the
voluminous costumes of the time. Since girls of this era did not usually engage in
rigorous activity, clothing was designed primarily for modesty. The 1920 campers
packed their steamer trunks using the following list:
• 2 pairs of white Calatea or
Devonshire bloomers
• 2 pairs of black cotton bloomers
• 8-10 white middy blouses with collars
• 6 pairs of black cotton hose
• 1 white duck hat
• 2 black silk neckerchiefs (these
neckerchiefs, a yard square, were the
forerunners of team ties)
• 2 pairs of white sneakers
In addition, they brought bathing suits,
tennis racquets, musical instruments,
sheets and towels. Mrs. Martin kept
a watchful eye on Nakanawa’s young
ladies, expecting them to behave with
utmost decorum and checking each
camper’s attire.
One camper recalled, “Your bloomers were
pleated or full and pulled as high up as you
could get them. Mrs. Martin admonished us
to pull them down to the knee when we sat
on the Wigwam floor for church services. You
were just not with it unless your middy was
long and tight-fitting, preferably worn with a
heavy leather belt belonging to a beau.”

Most campers in the 1920s
had never ridden a horse, hiked, played
tennis or even heard of field hockey.
But the long baggy bloomers and
woolen stockings did not dampen the
enthusiasm of the first campers as they
began their eight-week adventure at
Nakanawa.

Bloomers, Middy Blouses and Black Ties

At top, a group of early campers posed with Colonel Rice and two
counselors, from left, Lucinda Hudson and Bessie Christopher. The first
campers wore all white on Sundays but wore black bloomers and hose for
other days.
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Sharp Shooters

Gaining a spot on
the 1922 Winchester
Riflery Team earned
Distinctions. Individual
and squad Distinctions
were added up to
determine which team
was the final winner of
the summer.

Sluggers

These girls earned
Distinctions for the
Amazons by being selected
for the Softball Team.

The first camp catalog proclaimed,
“Nakanawa broke all American
records for initial camp ventures.”

Mitch, at left, posing by the Crows Nest with campers and friends.

Mitch’s Favorite Memories
of Junior Camp

Tall and athletic, Mitch
made an impression
on her fellow campers
not only because of
her physical presence
but also because
of her outgoing
and compassionate
manner.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overnights at the Indian Village
The Valkyrie Marshmallow Roast
Archery classes
Milk Break
Trips to the dam and hikes to the Williams’ place in
Monterey
Nature with Velvie Garner and keeping a Nature scrapbook
Memory Books, judged for excellence by Mrs. Alice Rice
The Posture Bird, who was always watching
Going to Senior for the Circus and the Pageant
Felt circles earned for activity clubs
Silver Letters awarded for making five clubs
The Junior Fair and Operetta, attended by
paddling to Senior to see friends and sisters
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Carson soon became a memorable part of each camper’s summer — driving the truck for Free Day trips and
leading every overnight to the Dam or Cove. He provided a sense of security — keeping the fire going at night,
shooting venomous snakes with his pistol or erecting a shelter when the thunder began to roll.

How Carson Started Carving
It was on the overnights that Carson first began
to carve. He stayed up all night to watch over the
campers, so whittling helped fill the hours. At
first he carved a variety of wooden charms, all
from cedar, but soon crosses and A and V initials
emerged as favorites. Every camper knew that
Carson carried a pocketful. His wife Lilly Bell said,
“He loved it when they would come and ask for his
carving. Sometimes the truck would be covered
with little girls asking for them. He spent most of
his evenings in the winter getting all those crosses
ready for camp.” He also carved unique items:
initials, hearts, crutches for a girl who broke her leg,
tiny rolling pins for counselors who got married.
For many years, the club awards were Carson-made:
little rifles, racquets and paddles. For Mitch, he
carved charms representing every activity at camp,
which she made into a unique Nakanawa bracelet.
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From the ’30s to the mid-’60s, each
team spent a full month preparing
for its Pageant. The Amazons
performed on land near the Crows
Nest, and the Valkyries performed
on the docks and beach. Hours
were spent in memorization of
lines, rehearsing and costume and
set preparation. Junior Camp and
hundreds of guests attended the
glorious spectacles each year.

Ten Things Campers Remember about Mitch
1. A tall, formidable, dignified presence
2. An accomplished athlete, but always a lady
3. Her Sunday sermons, especially stories from Bird Life in Wington
4. Her half-red, half-blue scarf, E.M. monogrammed shirts and white
tennis skirts
5. Watching her play tennis with
Scooter, Wally and Dr. Fran
6. Her lively sense of humor and
the way she slapped her knee
when she laughed aloud
7. “Busy girls are happy girls.”
8. Shooting movies from the top
of the Wigwam as the Circus
parade marched up
9. Her high expectations for every
camper
10. Her wisdom, compassion and
strength of character

The Ann and Pepe Era: 1981-Present
Ann Mitchell Perron and her husband, Pepe Perron, have been Camp Directors since 1981. Elisabeth Mitchell,
Ann’s aunt, asked the couple to take over the operation of Nakanawa when she retired. Ann and Pepe moved into
the Big House, which has been their permanent home for close to 40 years. Ann — a camper and counselor for
many summers and a Lady of the Cup — was an ideal choice to carry on camp traditions and build on Nakanawa’s
rich legacy. Pepe, a businessman from Gainesville, Georgia, focused on improving camp’s facilities and adding
innovative programs. Together Ann and Pepe have provided loving leadership, shepherding camp into the 21st
century, coping with the changes brought about by new technology and shortened summer vacations, ensuring that
Nakanawa’s values and the connections with thousands of alumni remain strong 100 years after its founding.
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N Girl Award Innovation

In 1992 the N Girl award was replaced with a ceremony honoring all of Tent Row. Since
Colonel Rice established N Girls in 1921, the felt “N” had been given to the oldest girls
who embodied the ideals of Nakanawa. Under Ann and Pepe’s leadership, with key
support from Louise Boteler, Head of Junior, and Jan Bell Harper, Head of Senior, and in
consultation with Tent Row ’92 and counselors, the decision was
made to make this key change.
Since 1992, the unique contribution of each TR girl has been
honored at Trophy Night. During Mitch’s last years, the change
was made to designate all 3rd-Year Seniors — rising seniors in high
school — a part of Tent Row rather than just the 15 girls with the
most years in camp. Now, each TR girl is honored. Octet sings the
traditional song to the group, with the words “N Girls” being replaced with “Tent Row.”
This decision was met by an outpouring of support from campers old and new, and many
consider this gesture of inclusiveness a defining point of Ann and Pepe’s early years.
Since 1992, each Tent Row
girl has been honored
at Trophy Night. Each
receives a silver “N”
charm, representing the
unchanging sterling qualities
of Nakanawa, as well as a
hand-carved wooden “N,”
originally carved by Jan
Bell and now made by B.J.
Jenkins. Each carved “N”
is unique, like each Tent
Row girl. Here, a group of
2015 Tent Row girls proudly
displayed their new “N”
charms.

“Tent Row, Tent Row,
We of Nakanawa are proud of you.
You’ve proved yourself to be honest and just.
In you we now put our lasting trust …”

Gone but Not Forgotten
• Shirt cardboard from the laundry
• Firecracker Buddies
• Phone Duty
• Cabin Council
• Breakfast cookouts
• Bean baskets
• Cabin Bunk Stunts
• Vegetable garden
• Sunday weigh-in
• Posture exercises
• Weekly allowance and Team Dues
• Snapping green beans in the C.B.
• Hershey bars for Saturday lunch (now replaced
with brownies)

Celebrating 75
In 1994 Nakanawa had her 75th birthday … with an anniversary logo and flag and a weekend-long
celebration in July. Hundreds of alumnae returned for the festivities, and many brought handmade quilt
squares, later made into four beautiful Anniversary Quilts, which hang in the Library and the Wigwam.
A special Anniversary Operetta, combining characters from decades of past Operettas, was performed
and dedicated to three longtime Junior Head Counselors: Katie Moise, Casey Fisher and Louise Boteler.

Hundreds of alumnae returned for Nakanawa’s 75th Anniversary festivities, and
many brought handmade quilt squares, later made into four beautiful Anniversary
Quilts, which hang in the Library and the Wigwam – two of which are shown here.

A Century of Nakanawa Traditions
For 100 years ... the Amazons and Valkyries have cheered and sung, Bungling
Brothers Circus has come to town and Tent Row has been home to the oldest
girls. For 100 years ... campers have enjoyed marshmallow roasts, squishy rolls,
treats from the Commissary, Horse Shows and sunsets. For 100 years ... girls have
won honors, made forever friends and said tearful farewells. Here we celebrate a
century of time-honored traditions that are the core of Camp Nakanawa.

“When those Hearty Amazons Fall in Line ...”
The Amazons host the Amazon Weiner Roast at the dam, an event begun in 1920 and held at the midpoint
of camp. At this event, the Amazon Captain presents the Cup of Good Will to the Directors. The Amazon
Serenade honors current and past Amazon Captains. The date of this candlelit procession is a surprise.

The 1920 Amazon Supper was the precursor of
what is now known as the Amazon Weiner Roast.

Valkyrie Maiden Song
All mortals hear ye the call of the maidens
The Valkyries’ ultimate goal the quest for peace.
Instilled in our hearts are ideals of honor,
Conceived from the earth and the sky,
The brown and blue,
We stand united —
Fighting with swords,
Fighting with swords of love.
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A Century of Tent Row
From Tents to Cake and Pi
• 1920: Four tents, known as Tent Row, erected to
house older girls
• 1927: Tents replaced with four cabins, numbered
1 through 4
• 1963: New, larger Cabin 4 built; original Tent Row
cabins renumbered 0 through 3
• 1978: All 3rd-Year Seniors included in Tent Row
• 2007-08: Additional Tent Row cabins built: “Pi” (so
named because it was added between cabins 3 and 4,
like the number π) and “Cake” (companion to “Pi”)

